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Gucci disease strikes Sydney

Written by Angre Ol Manne

I remember the cities as a child, having had properties across the country, I have fond memories of driving across the Sydney Harbour Bridge in a new red FJ Holden, seeing the Melbourne Cup glistening gold in the sun, drinking white wine in the members section at the AFL, and mansions on the greenest of hills.

Alas, now in Sydney look around and what you'll see is anarchy, communists, people not speaking English, vomit outside central station, and Gucci, Gucci everywhere.

As you may have noticed recently there has been a massive infestation of designer brands in our cities as the younger generation has picked up on the millennial’s expensive tastes of avocado, Apple products, and flexing.

Flexing, as an expert Jake Paul explained: “Is like, showing people how amazing you are, by spending money on cool as stuff to flex.” For all of us more civilised folk, that is to spend money on material things to hide your lack of a personality.

What leading virologists have described as “Gucci disease” has no cure or vaccine, it may even be hereditary. Symptoms include, mild fever, excessive spending on designer clothing, developing an American accent, excessive social media use, living in Sydney, and buying clothes at the airport.

It seems to have started many years ago and we've never realised till now once we've been completely taken over. It appears to have started in Sydney airport and it has spread, taking over what was once the lucky country. Unfortunately, we were too worried about unimportant things, the Prime Minister, bushfires, the NBN, housing prices, drought. It's quite sad the ignorance that has been displayed by everyone younger than 40.

As we are heading into an election in Australia, politicians have rushed to comment on this national emergency. Some, such as former PM John Howard, considered sending in the military to shut down these stores, others, such as Pauline Hanson commented with a gleam of madness in her eye:

“This started in Sydney Airport, it was the illegal immigrants I tell you! The airport even has ocean access, they could be harbouring boats! I believe anybody seen wearing Gucci shall be sent to Nauru, provided you vote for me,” she awkwardly winked as if there was a camera on the wall at the end of this statement.

We also reached out to Clive Palmer of the United Australia party for comment, which he rather quickly replied:

“It’s the Chinese, they’re buying up our land and putting Gucci stores on them to lure in our nation’s children, we need to stop the government, Australia’s not going to take it, vote one United Australia Party!”

We chose not to inform him that Gucci, while popular with our multicultural society, is of Italian origin.

So, at this stage we don't know for sure the origin of this disease, we do know one thing, it involves privileged millennials and Gen Z’s ruining our society, the older generation is working to stop the spread by boycotting these stores like Vegans in an intersection. With our amazing work, we can stop flexing and save our country.